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My theory in this thesis solves the problems existing in Chinese civil law. I 
firmly believe that modern civil law theory has its roots in ancient Rome where the 
long-time legal practices and the pragmatism prevailing in the chattering Roman 
scholars give its own legal system an intrinsic integrity. Against such a background 
delving into Roman law theory will be helpful in handling modern civil law problems. 
Chinese civil law has no affinity with Roman law. But the Chinese civil legal 
conception belonging to Roman family since the codification movement in the last 
days of Qing Dynasty is beyond doubt.  
The evolution of Accidental Theory, the definition of an accident and its legal 
effect has been accentuated in this thesis. For the reason that accident is always with 
mental wrongness, mental wrongness became another important topic in this work. 
The antithetical relationship between an accident and mental wrongness will be 
focused all through this work in which another two antithetical ideas positive and 
negative facts in accidents together with relatively bigger and smaller accidents will 
be another also-important analytical tools. To briefly survey this work, three parts are 
here: the Accidental Theory in Roman law, the evolution of the aforesaid theory and 
the correspondent equivalent theory existing in Chinese law. Apart from Introduction 
and Conclusion, this work embraces five chapters: 
Introductory part describes the headache haunting the Chinese civil law 
academia and briefs the existing state of researches both domestic and overseas. 
Analytical method based on original texts will be introduced, too.  
The first chapter explains the formation of accidental theory. The literal meaning 
of casus, viz. accident, tell us it’s such a movement that it’s accidentally from top 
down and triggers its own result. Cicero began to distinguish fortune from misfortune 
and limit the usage of casus in misfortune sense in his literature. As early as Republic 
Time, Roman philosophers and jurists began to discuss defenses and exempts based 
on Accidental Theory which is actually full-fledged in contractual responsibility in 
Justinian Law. Leaving the domain of contract, Accidental Theory developed fully in 
Ancient Law Time as a result of the usage of conception Mental Wrongness in 
damages claims. In criminal law, Numa saw the differences between manslaughter 
and murder which indicates its heed on the thought of the doers. 
Chapter Two defines an accident in Roman Law. Sorting out theories coming 














all-aspect explanation. In Justinian Law, Accident means unforeseeable which 
including inside-body happenings such as birth-given, oldness, sickness and death 
while also the outside-body happenings such as earthquake, robbery and runaway 
slaves. It is unpredictable, unavoidable, irresistible and material. The unpredictability 
is the crucial which leads to unavoidability and irresistibility. Force Majeure means 
uncontrollable instances which doesn't include outside-body happenings and only laid 
its eyes on uncontrollability and irresistibility. Force Majeure belongs to relatively 
bigger accident and is the only defense for the smallest negligent responsibility. 
Chapter Three analyzes the legal effects of Accident effectuated by Justinian Law. 
The usage of Accident covered all the aspects of Roman Law, no matter public or 
private. Accident is always the exception of existing legal rules. The chaotic of social 
order is caused by either Accident or Mental Wrongness. The antithesis of Accident is 
Mental Wrongness. The risks, happened in transferring non-real property, if caused by 
Accident, will be borne by the owner, for that there was the so-called 'Risk goes with 
the ownership ' principle; while in transferring real property, the risks will be together 
with its profit, for that there was the so-called ' Risk goes with profit ' principle which 
can be known by this rule 'periculum est emptoris'. 
Chapter Four exhibits the evolution of Accidental Theory in spreading. The first 
part of this chapter introduces the theories about Accident belonging to glossators in 
Middle Age. We can see that the boundary of Accidental Theory is drawn by people 
such as Azo and Bartolus. The second part introduces Accidental Theory from Jean 
Domat and his Les loix civiles dans leur ordre naturel and scholars from Pandecta 
School. We can see that the scholars from Pandecta School objectify the smallest 
negligent responsibility and correspondently Force Majeure became the defense for 
objective responsibility. The third part delves into the solving method of Modern Civil 
law on relatively bigger or smaller accident and positive or negative facts in accidents. 
Chapter Five points out in what way the Accidental Theory dogged Chinese civil 
law. Our scholars fail to distinguish the relatively bigger accident from the relatively 
smaller one and positive from negative. And for this reason, they uses without 
self-conscience the concept ‘Accident’ in different meanings. Legislation gluing the 
unforeseeability to Force Majeure contributes to the formation of these problems, too. 
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